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Dear Reader
Please be ready
to speak this poem
in my absence.

John Sibley Williams


The Jazz Fan
He loved everything from fusion to Dixieland,
but his creative juices were spent designing destruct packs
for million dollar Tomahawks.

Nancy Scott




Playing Catch
Dust off the old glove,
catch in the backyard,
He is growing up
my hand throbs with every throw.
Douglas Polk


Dreamcatcher
Our conversations are always
pleasant. I forget names of
places and things. The waking
is problematic.
Alicia Banaszewski




*
Severe thunderstorm
silver shadows on the wall
goosebumps on the cat

Deb Fowler


On the Up and Up
I nosed the heavenly fragrance
of bergamot, clove and vanilla
but did not smell a single rat.

C. B. Anderson




Alpine
I pocket the image of cowbells
as a textbook ‘poetic moment’
as our friendship falls apart
around us.
Juliet Wilson


Whine
What if
I had been able
to turn
a cartwheel?
Joan Graves




As if Speaking for the House
A mantle of precious items
of former utility — a vase
and a single, crumpled leaf;
inside me a cold place.
Tim Hawkins


there now

soft rain of catkins hushes
the noise in my too-full head,
gentles the day like a good mother

Robin Turner
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0

Tobin
mud-caked trace of paw, rim of absent bowl
plump stuffed duck, happy purple beak
found behind a door ajar

Erica N. Johnson
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The Catch
Westport fishermen
scrub blood from slick decks, silent
at a work of love.

Sallie Tierney
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Cradle to Grave
collecting four coupons
birth, old age, illness, and death
in exchange for
How to Love for Dummies
Chen-ou Liu

13

ambiguous postcard

new hat
got blown
off my head

Emily Manger

14
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It’s Elemental
storm surging spray
rises widgeon falls
coots whisper reeds
flute ancient music
Neal Whitman
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Open Mic
I don’t remember the words
though some were brilliant;
but I can still hear
the breath, see the trembling.
Kelly Eastlund
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American Birth
Ichi, ni, tres, then four
little monkeys jumping on the bed.
This is how he became an American.

Harold Horton

17

At First Sight
Now, ask fast love,
“Car crash or boyfriend?”
Quick — who’s ready to decide
the difference, the greater wreck?
Steven Minchin

18
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Still Life or Portrait?
Like a small family:
five clementines
on a crystal plate.
Oh! my darlings!
Martha Christina

19

The Nature of the Parts
The center, stable;
the edge, flexible.
How could it be otherwise?

Michael C. Rush
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Polygraph
The easiest way
to tell if your lover is lying
is to check where he hides his heartbeat.

Jennifer-Leigh Oprihory
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12 Word Poem
Ok, You’re hooked by the title, right?
Or else seeking some deep meaning here?
waaaaaay past the promised twelve words?

Ed Higgins
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Candlelit Argument
Only the candleflame
dancing between us
appreciates the breath
that fuels our words.
Kip Knott

23

#literarytrends
A miniscule bird
In shades of varying blue
Chips a magnum opus:
140 characters (though not all unique).
Corey Demas

24
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John Sibley Williams is a poet and freelance publicist. He’s the author of five chapbooks, winner of the 2011
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John’s websites: www.johnsibleywilliams.wordpress.com, www.TheArtOfRaining.com
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Juliet Wilson is an Edinburgh-based poet and adult education tutor. Her chapbook Unthinkable Skies was
published in 2010. She edits the online poetry journal Bolts of Silk (boltsofsilk.blogspot.com).
Juliet’s website: craftygreenpoet.blogspot.com

